
IT IS LIKELY TO MOVE FURTHER SOUTHWESTWARDS TOWARDS NORTH TAMIL NADU COAST AND WEAKEN GRADUALLY INTO A LOW PRESSURE AREA DURING NEXT 24 HOURS.

THE INTENSITY OF THE SYSTEM IS T1.0. LOW LEVEL CIRCULATION CENTRE IS CLEARLY EXPOSED IN VISIBLE IMAGERY AT 0300 UTC. THE SYSTEM HAS CONTINUED TO MOVE IN SOUTH-WEST DIRECTION. ASSOCIATED SCATTERED LOW AND MEDIUM CLOUDS WITH EMBEDDED MODERATE TO INTENSE CONVECTION LAY OVER SOUTHWEST BAY OF BENGAL & NEIGHBOURHOOD. MINIMUM CLOUD TOP TEMPERATURE IS MINUS 50°C.

THE ESTIMATED MAXIMUM SUSTAINED WIND SPEED IS 15 KNOTS GUSTING TO 25 KNOTS. THE SEA CONDITION IS ROUGH OVER SOUTHWEST AND ADJOINING WESTCENTRAL BAY OF BENGAL.

THIS IS LAST SPECIAL TROPICAL WEATHER OUTLOOK IN ASSOCIATION WITH THIS SYSTEM. REGULAR TROPICAL WEATHER OUTLOOK SHALL BE ISSUED AT 0600 UTC OF 7TH MARCH.

(M. SHARMA )
SCIENTIST-D
RSMC, NEW DELHI
OBSERVED AND FORECAST TRACK ALONGWITH CONE OF UNCERTAINTY OF DEPRESSION OVER SOUTHWEST BAY OF BENGAL BASED ON 1800 UTC OF 3RD MARCH 2022.

OBSERVED AND FORECAST TRACK ALONGWITH CONE OF UNCERTAINTY OF SEVERE CYCLONIC STORM NIVAR OVER NORTH COASTAL TAMILNADU BASED ON 0000 UTC OF 26TH NOVEMBER, 2020.

WELL MARKED LOW PRESSURE AREA
OBSERVED AND FORECAST TRACK OF WELL MARKED LOW PRESSURE AREA OVER SOUTHWEST BAY OF BENGAL BASED ON 0300 UTC OF 6th MARCH, 2022

This is a guidance Bulletin for the WMO/ESCAP Panel Member countries. Please visit respective National websites for Country specific Bulletins.
Fishermen Warning for North Indian Ocean

INDIA METEOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
FISHERMAN WARNING FOR BAY OF BENADAL AND ARABIAN SEA

AREA UNDER FISHERMEN WARNING
- 55-65 KMPH GUSTING TO 75 KMPH (SQUALLY WEATHER)
- 48-50 KMPH GUSTING TO 60 KMPH (STRONG WIND)
- 45-55 KMPH GUSTING TO 65 KMPH
- 50-60 KMPH GUSTING TO 70 KMPH
- 55-65 KMPH GUSTING TO 75 KMPH

This is a guidance Bulletin for the WMO/ESCAP Panel Member countries. Please visit respective National websites for Country specific Bulletins.